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adamziyad Adam Ziyad 
24/7 library opening. really 
important and useful. best thing 
youve done
1st June 2011

thegreatmorass Gareth C 
All books returned to @UoPlibrary
, now just got to proof read this 
essay, hand it in tomorrow...and 
that's my time at 
@portsmouthuni over!
26th May 2011

joshgeorge53 Josh George 
Last time in the library this year I 
think. Emotional to say the least. 
Goodbye @UoPlibrary
25th May 2011

w177 Will Day 
@UoPlibrary 24 hour opening 
doesn't work. People are too 
loud. Security guards say nothing 
to them on their walk abouts
24th May 2011

CH1Z89 Jess 
Some people in @UoPlibrary
really don't understand the 
meaning of QUIET ZONE!
23rd May 2011

Cal_Armstrong Callum Armstrong 
@UoPlibrary is full of noisy 
eastern europeans doing no work 
#suprisesuprise
19th May 2011

james_r90 James Robertson 
@williamreed10 @shweemo
consol? i need to hit it up again, 
not getting a tan in @UoPlibrary
17th May 2011

spedz1990 Chris Spedding 
@UoPlibrary can you police quiet 
zones more as listening to
people eating food and
loud music doesn't
help revision
#scandellous
16th May 2011

Paul_F_Harris Paul Harris 
@ben_fishwick @UoPlibrary
The perils of 24hour opening 
hours?!
16th May 2011 (replying to Ben 
Fishwick also on the 16th)

SophieHill Sophie Hill 
Long day of revision ahead at 
@UoPlibrary !! Hate exams!
16th May 2011

ben_fishwick Ben Fishwick 
Just walked into @UoPlibrary, it's 
looking pretty grim.
16th May 2011

DanielleStarr
these 24 hour 

opening times are 
brilliant - may help to ease 

the lack of space during the day!
10th May 2011

alex_maher Alexandra Maher 
@UoPlibrary I cannot believe how 
busy the library is at 4.19am. This 
24/7 thing is mental
10th May 2011

geoff_wong Geoffrey Wong 
2 assignments down, 2 to go. Big 
week ahead, predicting a tough 
Thursday evening/night, spending 
it at @UoPlibrary
8th May 2011

jeshiebaby Rajesh  Camadoo
Proof @UoPlibrary should be 
open 24/7 all year round
6th May 2011

godfrey4vp Godfrey 
@UoPlibrary hows the libs doing 
with a 24/7 opening time? its one 
of my key manifesto aims
3rd May 2011

magictealeaves Melissa Flack 
Interesting night. At least I'm 
looking forward to getting work 
done at @UoPlibrary & 
@portsmouthsu now, this girl's 
out of party fuel.
3rd May 2011

Just_Kemi RUKAYAT OLAYIWOLA 
So @UoPlibrary starts 24/7 
opening frm tomorw, ahhh am 
actuali excited, cnt wait for 2mrw 
nw :p legoo
2nd May 2011

design @timpaa June 2011



University of Portsmouth Library
 24/7 trial opening - Don't mess it up! 
Hundreds of people are using the 
library during the night and we've 
had some really positive feedback. 
But… we are also getting antisocial 
use of library facilities by a minority 
of students, and high levels of 
rubbish in the library overnight. 
Please respect the library 
environment and recycle or dispose of 
litter in the bins available throughout 
the library.

Shaun McIlroy Agreed. I've been here 4 
out of the last 6 nights and some 
people just mess stuff up for no reason. 
Also, get the room booking sorted 
because there is total contention on 
who has booked what room and most 
of the time its single users inside each. 
Very annoying.

Annie WilsonYeah i think there should 
be a minimum of users per room..so 
you dont just get 1 or 2 sat in them.. 
apologies if there is already a 
minimum.

Shaun McIlroy I think there is 
Annie, it's just that nobody 
seems to stick to this rule 
claiming "their group" is on their 
way. #Sad.

James Smith Deactivate night 
access for the one's who spoil it?

Shaun McIlroy How would you 
prove that though?

University of Portsmouth 
Library Thank you for your 
comments on this subject. In 
answer to Annie's question 
there is a minimum number of 
three and a maximum number 
of six people allowed in the 
study rooms. If you have 
problems with study rooms 
please speak to the staff at the 
reception desk.

University of Portsmouth Library
We have passed your comments to 
the Librarian in charge of the 
booking system and they gave this 
response.

1. We are setting up a new room 
booking system over the summer 
vacation which should solve some 
of the problems encountered using 
the ...current bookings system, 
which requires a good deal of staff 
intervention.

2. The current system does require 
a good deal of staff intervention, so 
it would be helpful if you could let 
me know when (date, what time of 
day) you have had the problems 
and whether you approached the 
team working on the Reception 
desk to help sort out the problem.

So if you've had or have specfic
problems let us know and we'lll
investigate

Shaun McIlroy Thanks 
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Daniella Gorianova
I am trying to access a journal 
article from park building and it 
would not aopen the pdf file. the 
article is "nixon, brezhnev and 
detente" and its on the wiley
online library. It would very 
helpful if someone could advice 
me. Thanks, Daniela.

University of Portsmouth 
Library Hello Daniella. The 
reason why you cannot access 
the article is because it was 
published in 1991 and our 
subscription starts from 1997. It 
may be possible to make an 
Inter-Library Loan request but 
it may take between seven and 
ten days to arrive. Hope this 
helps!

Hannah Weaving
How do you reference a chapter of a book 
when the book has not been published yet, 
it is a draft chapter that a lecturer has given 
out to help with our unit and im unsure 
how to reference it for another piece of 
work.

University of Portsmouth Library Hi 
Hannah, your question has been passed 
to a librarian and we'lll have an answer 
for you asap.

University of Portsmouth Library Hi again 
Hannah, here is the answer from the 
librarian
We would call it a manuscript (Submitted 
for publication)

Standard form:
Author, Initials. (year). Title of the work. 
Manuscript submitted for publication.
...
N.B. Title is in italics which may be lost in 
the transmission of this email.

There are examples at 
http://referencing.port.ac.uk/dp/4239.html

Hannah Weaving Thank you for getting 
back so quickly :)

Emma Holder
Does anyone else find it really 
annoying when you are trying to 
read a book which is covered in 
pencil marks from a previous 
user?! I am currently having to 
erase someone else's notes just 
so that I can effectively read the 
text :(

Jay Gurd I know what you mean, I 
end up reading what they have 
underlined in case these are the 
thoughts of a genius!! Good luck!! 
Xx

University of Portsmouth 
Library We agree! We try to rub 
out the really bad ones but you 
can imagine that with the 
number of books we have in the 
library it's a bit of a losing 
battle. If you come across any 
bad ones please tell the library 
assistant at the issue desk when 
you return it and we'll get the 
rubber out.


